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Abstract
Context: Considering the importance of pedestrian traffic crashes and the role of environmental factors in the frequency of crashes,
this paper aimed to review the published evidence and synthesize the results of related studies for the associations between environmental factors and distribution of pedestrian-vehicular traffic crashes.
Evidence Acquisition: We searched all epidemiological studies from 1966 to 2015 in electronic databases. We found 2,828 studies.
Only 15 observational studies out of these studies met the inclusion criteria of the study. The quality of the included studies was
assessed using the strengthening the reporting of observational studies in epidemiology (STROBE) checklist.
Results: A review of the studies showed significant correlations between a large number of spatial variables including student
population and the number of schools, population density, traffic volume, roadway density, socio-economic status, number of intersections, and the pedestrian volume and the dependent variable of the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes. In the studies,
some spatial factors that play an important role in determining the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes, such as facilities for
increasing the pedestrians’ safety were ignored.
Conclusions: It is proposed that the needed research be conducted at national and regional levels in coordination and cooperation
with international organizations active in the field of traffic crashes in various parts of the world, especially in Asian, African and
Latin American developing countries, where a greater proportion of pedestrian traffic crashes occur.
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1. Context
Traffic crashes are considered to be the leading cause
of death and disability in the world (1). They result in
1.2 million annual deaths and cause injury to tens of millions of people around the world (2). A significant proportion of deaths and injuries results from traffic crashes
among pedestrians. Around the world, an annual 400,000
pedestrians lose their lives due to traffic crashes (3). In recent years, pedestrian deaths and injuries caused by traffic
crashes have increased globally (4).
The ratio of pedestrian fatalities to total fatalities related to traffic crashes is different in each country. This ratio is much higher in developing countries than that in developed countries. In Peru, Mozambique, and El Salvador,
86%, 68%, and 63% of deaths resulting from traffic crashes
occur to pedestrians, respectively. In the United States this
ratio is equal to 13% (5), and pedestrian traffic injuries ac-

count for 1.65 deaths and 22 cases of hospitalization out of
every 100,000 people in the country (6). In 2013, 22% of all
fatalities as a result of road traffic crashes in the EU were
fatalities of pedestrians (7).
A significant proportion of pedestrian victims of traffic crashes are children and teenagers. Children account
for approximately 21% of fatalities from pedestrian traffic
crashes globally (8).
Models for estimating the frequency of traffic crashes
in a specific geographical area and time are widely used.
One of the main uses of these models is to rate the different
regions in terms of traffic crashes, which aims to identify
areas with high risk and lack of safety facilities. Ranking
the regions in terms of safety is one of the crucial factors
in the engineering design of transport networks (9).
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1.1. Objectives
Given the importance of these models and due to the
lack of review on studies using statistical models to determine the role of environmental factors in the frequency
of traffic crashes in geographical units, this study aimd to
summarize and analyze the results of these studies by performing a systematic review (10).

2. Evidence Acquisition
We sought to identify all epidemiological studies,
which determined the correlation between different
spatial and environmental attributes and pedestrianvehicular crashes in geographic units. The question
addressed in this systematic review was: which spatial and
environmental attributes are associated with pedestrianvehicular crash counts?
Studies were included in the review if they were observational and assessed the correlation of one or more
spatial and environmental attributes and pedestrianvehicular crash counts in geographical units. We excluded
interventional studies, case reports, case series, and studies that assessed correlation of pedestrian-vehicular crash
counts and merely demographic attributes such as sex and
age.
Search strategy and selection criteria: We followed a
standard protocol for doing a systematic review: a computerized search was performed using databases including Medline (1966 - 2015), Sciencedirect (1970 - 2015), Scopus (1970 - 2015), Embase (1966 - 2015), the Cochrane Library
(1966 - 2015) and ISI Web of Knowledge (1966 - 2015). Web
sites of institutions involved in research and policy in the
areas of road safety such as road traffic injuries research
network (RTIRN) were searched up until March 2015. Reference lists of identified articles and proceedings of relevant conferences were hand-searched. The review was not
restricted to published or peer-reviewed literature. Electronic databases were searched using the following keywords: pedestrian and crashes, pedestrian and vehicle collisions, pedestrian and injury, pedestrian and casualties,
pedestrian and hazard, pedestrian and risk factor, pedestrian and safety, pedestrian and security, pedestrian and
spatial analysis, pedestrian and spatial attributes, pedestrian and geographical attributes, pedestrian geographical units, pedestrian and environmental characteristics,
pedestrian and built environment, pedestrian and land
use, pedestrian and road segments, pedestrian and traffic,
pedestrian and transportation, and pedestrian and road
segments.
Quality Assessment of the Articles: Articles published
in indexed and peer-reviewed journals were considered to
2

be high-quality articles. The quality of articles published
in non-indexed journals, reports and books published by
UN agencies (WHO, UNESCO, UNICEF) and the World Bank,
as well as in the proceedings of conferences and seminars
were assessed by experts in the epidemiology of traffic
crashes and by using the strengthening the reporting of
observational studies in epidemiology (STROBE) checklist.
Data Analysis: Titles and abstracts of the articles were
reviewed by two separate individuals. Articles and reports
that were deemed irrelevant by these two reviewers were
excluded from the study list. The number of excluded articles and their titles were recorded. Then, the full text of
articles and reports on the agenda were retrieved and referred to two independent teams of reviewers. Each team
separately extracted the answers to the research question
from the contents of the paper and took necessary notes.
If there were any differences in the results recorded by the
two teams, the original text of the article was evaluated by
the project supervisor who then made a decision on the
data of the articles at hand.
3. Results
In the search we found 2,828 studies. Of these studies,
2,784 titles were unrelated to the objectives of the study
and were excluded. After a critical appraisal of the remaining 44 articles, there were 15 studies that met the inclusion
criteria. A flowchart of the systematic review process for
determining the correlation of different spatial and environmental attributes and pedestrian-vehicular crashes in
populated areas is illustrated in Figure 1. All retrieved studies were conducted between 2000 and 2014 and used crosssectional design. Characteristics of the studies included in
the systematic review are summarized in appendix 1. The
definitions of some of the geographical units is presented
in Table 1. Also, the definitions of some independent variables are presented in Table 2.
Correlations of spatial variables such as population of
students or the number of schools, population density,
traffic volume, roadway density, socio-economic status of
the region, number of intersections and pedestrian volume with the dependent variable (crash count) have been
investigated in an increasing number of studies that are
briefly mentioned below.
3.1. Student Population or the Number of Schools
In 6 out of the 15 studies, the frequency of pedestrian
traffic crashes and the number of schools were investigated. Several indicators, such as log of enrolment, proportion of children per catchment area, total number of
schools, child population as a proportion of total population (%), and log of child population ages 5 - 14 were used
Arch Trauma Res. 2016; 5(4):e30796.
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Table 1. Definition of Some of the Geographical Units Used in the Reviewed Articles
Geographical Unit

Definition

Census tracts

Census tracts are small, relatively permanent statistical subdivisions of a county or equivalent entity that are updated by local
participants prior to each decennial census as a part of the Census Bureau’s Participant Statistical Areas Program. Census tracts
generally have a population size between 1,200 and 8,000 people, with an optimum size of 4,000 people. A census tract usually
covers a contiguous area; however, the spatial size of census tracts varies widely depending on the density of settlement. Census
tract boundaries are delineated with the intention of being maintained over a long time so that statistical comparisons can be
made from census to census.

Census block group

A census block group is a fairly small geographic area (the average area of census block groups is 4.125 square kilometers in the
Hillsborough County). It is used as a spatial analysis unit.

School buffer zone

Area within a quarter mile buffer of a public school

School zone

Area near a school

Lower super output area (LSOA)

A geography developed by grouping together a small number of Output Areas (the base unit for the release of census data).

Traffic analysis zone(TAZ)

A TAZ is a spatial aggregation of census blocks and its size is in part a function of population. TAZs are special areas delineated by
state and/or local transportation officials particularly for tabulating traffic-related data. They are also defined as part of the
Census Transportation Planning. TAZs include spatial contiguity, homogeneity, and compactness. Homogeneity of a TAZ is
defined by a single predominant land use and homogeneous socio-economic characteristics.

Near school area

Area within a one-mile buffer of a school

Table 2. Definition of Some of the Independent Variables Used in the Reviewed Articles
Independent Variable

Definition

Social deprivation index

This index includes five variables: the percentage of single-parent families, the unemployment rate, the percentage of adults
age 20 and over with less than a ninth grade education, the percentage of low income population, and the percentage of
immigrants having arrived during the period 1996-2001. The proposed deprivation index represents the sum of these five
standardized variables (0 to 1 scale) and it varies from minimal deprivation (0) to maximal deprivation (5).

Walking to work

Proportion of labor force aged ≥16 y who walk or take public transport as their main mode of transportation to work in tract

Density of liquor license outlets

Total liquor license outlets per 1 000 000 square feet in tract

Transit availability index (TAI)

Composite index giving the extent to which residents have access to transit (bus and rail); based on three input measures of
frequency (person-minutes served), hours of service (number of hours), and service coverage (percentage of census tract area
covered).

Pedestrian accessibility index (PED)

Composite index ranking tract suitability for pedestrian travel; based on input values of population, income, number of
households, amount of commercial and residential land uses as a percentage of census tracts, weighted trip origins and
destinations, and pedestrian environment factor (PEF) values, where PEF’s are the average number of blocks for the quarter
section within each census tract and the eight adjacent quarter sections.

Sum of annual average daily traffic

Total annual average daily traffic on links of all highway functional classes within census tract; output from a regional traffic
assignment model and geographical information system (GIS)

Crime rate

Total violent and nonviolent crimes in census tracts

Intersection indicator

The type of intersections (e.g., three-legged versus four legged intersection)

Length of basic spatial units

The socioeconomic deprivation index was derived from the 2006 by-census. The Census and Statistics Department of Hong
Kong conducts a population census every ten years and a by-census in the middle of the intercensal period. In this study,
some indicators were extracted to describe socioeconomic conditions of each TPU from the 2006 by-census reports. The
variables are based on previous literature on area deprivation predictors of pedestrian casualties. The indicators on income,
owner-occupancy, education, occupation and unemployment are defined as follows: (a) Income: monthly household income
<6000 HKD (%);(b) Owner-occupancy: not owner-occupied households (%);(c) Education: low upper-secondary education
attainment (%);(d) Occupation: occupation with no or low qualifications (%); and(e) Unemployment: unemployment (%).
Depending on these five predictors, the socioeconomic deprivation index (SDI) was calculated using the Z-scores method

in these studies. In 5 studies, the correlation between frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes and the mentioned independent variables was statistically significant (11-15) and
the significance level ranged from P < 0.05 to P < 0.0001. In
a study conducted by Green et al. (12), the significance level
was reported to be higher than that of other studies (P <
0.0001). The statistical population in this study consisted
of children less than 17 years of age, and the child population in proportion to the total population (%) was considered to be the independent variable. The direction of correlation was positive in 4 of the retrieved studies (11, 12, 14,
Arch Trauma Res. 2016; 5(4):e30796.

15). In other words, most of these studies showed that frequency of pedestrian traffic increases when there is an increase in the student population or the number of schools.
3.2. Population Density
In 6 of the 15 studies, the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes and the population density were assessed. Several independent variables, such as population, population density and log of population density were used. In
5 studies, the correlation of frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes and the mentioned independent variables was
3
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Studies Found (n = 2828)

Studies Found on the Basis of
Title/Abstract for Evaluation by
Reading Full Text (n = 44)

Not Related to the Objectives of This
Study (n = 2784)

Irrelevant to Current Study (n = 26)
No Effect Size or P - Value Reported
(n = 2)
Systematic Review (n = 3)

Total Observational Studies
Included (n = 15)

Figure 1. Flow Diagram of Systematic Review to Identify Eligible Studies

statistically significant (14-18). In a study conducted by Siddiqui et al. (17), the significance level was reported to be
higher than that in other studies (P < 0.0001). The statistical population was the total population, and log of population density was used as the independent variable. The
direction of correlation was similar and positive in all studies. In other words, all 5 studies showed that with the increase in population density, the frequency of pedestrian
traffic crashes also increases.
Traffic Volume: In 6 of the 15 reviewed studies, the relationship between the frequency of pedestrian-related traffic crashes and traffic volume was investigated. These studies used different indicators for traffic volumes including
traffic volume, sum of annual average daily traffic, Ln (average annual daily traffic), average daily traffic flow × 1000
and Ln (daily vehicle volume) (11, 13, 19-22). In all 6 studies, the correlation of the mentioned variables was statistically significant and the significance level ranged from
P < 0.04 to P < 0.0001. In studies conducted by Wier
et al., and Schneider et al. (20, 22), the significance level
were reported to be higher than that in other studies (P
< 0.0001). The statistical population in these studies was
the total population and pedestrians of University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC), respectively. The direction of
correlation in all studies was similar and positive. In other
words, all 6 studies showed that with the increased traffic
volume, the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes also increases.
3.3. Roadway Density
In 6 of the 15 studies, the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes and roadway density were investigated. These
studies used independent variables such as roadway density and roadway length. In 5 studies, the relationship of
the mentioned variables was statistically significant and
the significance level ranged from P < 0.05 to P < 0.0001 (11,
4

12, 17, 21, 23). In a study conducted by Garder et al. (23), the
significance level was reported to be higher than that in
other studies (P < 0.0001). In this study, the statistical population was the total population, and the roadway length
was used as an independent variable. The direction of correlation in the two studies was statistically significant and
positive (12, 17). In the study conducted by Cottrill et al. (11),
the direction of correlation was negative and in the study
conducted by Garder et al., the direction of correlation was
not reported (23).
Socioeconomic Status of the Region: In 5 of the 15 studies, the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes and socioeconomic status was investigated. These studies used different indicators for socioeconomic status including social
deprivation index, median household income and median
income × 10 000. In 4 studies, the relationship of the mentioned variables was statistically significant and the significance level ranged from P < 0.05 to P < 0.0001 (15, 17, 24,
25). In the studies conducted by Cloutier et al., and Siddiqui et al. (17, 25), a greater significance level was reported
compared to that of other studies (P < 0.0001). The statistical population in the former study was composed of child
pedestrians aged 5 to 14 years, and in the latter study, the total population was the statistical population. The direction
of correlation in all of the studies was negative. In other
words, all studies showed that with the improving socioeconomic status, the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes
was reduced.

3.4. The Number of Intersections
In 5 of the 15 studies, the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes and the number of intersections were assessed.
These studies used different indicators including intersection indicator, total number of intersections, Ln (segment/intersection length) and cross-streets per kilometer
roadway. In 4 studies, the relationship of the mentioned
variables was statistically significant and the significance
level ranged from P < 0.05 to P < 0.0001 (13, 17, 20, 24). In
the studies conducted by Schneider et al. and Siddiqui et al.
(17, 25), a greater significance level was reported compared
to that of other studies (P < 0.0001). The statistical population in the former study composed of pedestrians of UNC
campus, and in the latter study, the total population was
the statistical population. The Ln (segment/intersection
length) and the total number of intersection were used as
independent variables, respectively. The direction of correlation in all studies was similar and positive. In other
words, all 4 studies showed that by increasing the number
of intersections, the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes
was also increased.
Arch Trauma Res. 2016; 5(4):e30796.
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3.5. Commercial Land Use
In 5 of the 15 studies, the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes and commercial land use were investigated.
These studies used different indicators including commercial land use/total land use, commercial buffer, neighborhood commercial area and commercial access. In 4 studies, the relationship of the mentioned independent variables was statistically significant and the significance level
ranged from P < 0.05 to P < 0.0001 (13, 14, 21, 22). In a
study conducted by Wier et al. (22), a greater significance
level was reported compared to that of other studies (P <
0.0001). The direction of correlation in all studies was similar and positive. In other words, all 4 studies showed that
with the increasing commercial land use, the frequency of
pedestrian traffic crashes was also increased.
3.6. Pedestrian Volume
In 3 of the 15 studies, the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes and pedestrian volume were assessed. In all
3 of these studies, the correlation of frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes and the mentioned independent variables was statistically significant and the significance level
ranged from P < 0.01 to P < 0.0001 (13, 19, 20). In the studies conducted by Schneider et al. (20), a greater significance level was reported compared to that of other studies
(P < 0.0001). The statistical population of this study was
the pedestrians of UNC campus. The direction of correlation was similar and positive in all studies. In other words,
all 3 studies showed that with increase in pedestrian volume, the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes was also
increased.
Furthermore, the correlations of other independent
variables such as speed, roadway width, signal, park land,
main road density (log), land area, walking to work, liquor
license outlet density, transit availability index (TAI), crime
rate, area of domestic gardens, average weighted distance
to key services, pedestrian traffic flow, dwelling unit, number of crosswalks per 1000 linear feet, and pedestrian accessibility index (PED) and frequency of pedestrian-related
traffic crashes were reviewed in retrieved articles. In most
cases, these correlations were statistically significant.

4. Conclusions
This systematic review of studies was conducted to assess the role of spatial and environmental factors in the frequency of pedestrian-vehicular traffic crashes in geographical units. In the studies included in the systematic review, a relatively wide range of spatial risk factors affecting pedestrian traffic crashes was investigated. Most of
Arch Trauma Res. 2016; 5(4):e30796.

the studies included in this systematic review were conducted in the United States and geographic units compared in most studies were census tracts. In most studies,
the negative binomial regression models or generalized
negative binomial models were used to measure the correlation between dependent and independent variables.
Also, in most studies the statistical population consisted of
the total population of the area, and in a number of studies, the statistical population consisted of school-age children. Our systematic review showed that in most statistical models, the increase in student population, the number of schools, commercial land use, the number of intersections, and roadway density are among the main factors
behind the increased number of pedestrian traffic crashes.
It is noteworthy that 11 of 15 retrieved studies were conducted in the United States, 2 of the remaining 4 studies
were conducted in Canada, 1 study was conducted in Europe, and 1 study in Asia in the city of Hong Kong, which
is considered a developed city. Despite great care in reviewing the literature, no study was found to be conducted
in developing countries. Therefore, this systematic review
suggests that although various studies showed that most
of the injuries and deaths of pedestrians caused by traffic
crashes occurred in developing countries (3, 5, 10, 26, 27),
it is necessary to conduct research on risk factors for these
types of crashes in these countries.
On the other hand, given that most of the studies included in this review were conducted in metropolises of
developed countries, the results cannot be generalized to
all urban areas; especially cities with different structures
in Asia and Latin America, and consequently, it can cause
differences in the number of spatial risk factors for pedestrian traffic crashes.
Furthermore, most of these studies were conducted in
the metropolitan areas of the United States and Canada
and in all of these studies; the area studied was a city or
part of a city. Even in the studies conducted in these developed countries, only inter-urban traffic crashes in the
metropolises were considered and few studies were conducted on the frequency of these type of crashes in the suburban streets and smaller population centers.
This systematic review showed that in all studies in
which the variables of population density, traffic volume,
and the volume of pedestrians were included in the final
models, there was a significant relationship with the dependent variable of pedestrian traffic crash counts. The direction of correlation of variables was also positive in all
models. In other words, review of various studies showed
that by increasing the population density, the traffic volume, as well as the pedestrian volume, the frequency of
pedestrian traffic crashes was also increased. Therefore,
these variables can be considered as key factors in deter5
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mining the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes. It is
necessary to conduct studies on the mechanism of their effects on pedestrian-vehicular traffic crashes.
The number of pedestrian traffic crashes is higher in
4 of 5 studies conducted on the relationship between socioeconomic status and the number of pedestrian traffic
crashes (15, 17, 24, 25). In recent years, most studies that investigated the inequity in traffic crashes also showed that
in poorer areas, the number and severity of traffic crashes
are higher (28-34). Further studies should be conducted in
this field, especially in metropolises of developing countries.
Several studies revealed that driving over the speed
limit is one of the most important risk factors associated
with the increased severity of pedestrian traffic crashes
(35-42). Therefore, although this risk factor may increase
the frequency of these crashes, only one of the studies
included in this systematic review investigated the relationship between speeding and pedestrian traffic crashes
counts. This correlation was also highly statistically significant. Therefore, it can be said that in the studies conducted
in this field, the effect of this important risk factor on the
number of pedestrian traffic crashes was not studied and
is considered to be one of the major weaknesses of these
studies.
Furthermore, in the studies included in the systematic review, not enough attention has been paid to the
role of urban and suburban roadway safety facilities,
such as pedestrian bridges, lining of pedestrians crossing,
warning signs, etc., in the frequency of pedestrian traffic
crashes. The only studies to look at these types of variables were conducted by Schneider et al., where the correlation of pedestrians’ crossing points was assessed, and
in the study conducted by Garder et al, where the correlation of traffic signs with the frequency of pedestrian traffic
crashes was investigated (20, 23). Considering that these
types of safety facilities are of spatial factors that can be associated with the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes, it
is necessary to consider this issue in future studies.
All studies that met the inclusion criteria of the systematic review were conducted as cross-sectional. What
is missing is the study of causal reasoning and the provision of higher levels of evidence by using cohort and casecontrol methodology to identify risk factors for pedestrian
traffic crashes. Therefore, organizations and institutions
that are active in the research and prevention of traffic
crashes should consider this issue and examine the risk factors for these crashes by conducting studies that provides
stronger causal reasoning.
In this systematic review, in most cases (11 of the 15 studies), the statistical population was the total population;
and only 4 of the studies conducted to identify risk factors
6

of traffic crashes related to the school-age child pedestrians met the criteria for inclusion in the systematic review.
However, according to the World Health Organization, approximately 21% of deaths from pedestrian traffic crashes
occur to children (6). In addition, various studies showed
that children, especially school-age children, are one of the
groups at the most risk for such crashes (43-45). Therefore,
relatively few studies conducted on the spatial risk factors
for the pedestrian traffic crashes were focused on children.
Hence, it is necessary to consider this issue in future studies on the spatial risk factors associated with the frequency
of pedestrian traffic crashes.
Among the 15 studies reviewed, the studies conducted
by Schneider and colleagues and by Miranda-Moreno et al.,
the role of the number of bus stops was assessed (13, 20),
and only in the study conducted by Clifton et al. (18), the
role of the parking areas in the frequency of pedestrian
traffic crashes was evaluated. No study addressed the taxi
stations. This shows that in the studies that were done in
this regard little attention was paid to the role of these
variables in the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes. Because there is usually a high volume of pedestrians in the
streets around bus stops, taxi stations, and public parking
lots, the study of the distribution of the pedestrian traffic
crashes using methods like spatial analysis and regression
models can clarify the role of these spatial factors in the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes.
All of the research conducted in recent years in the
field of the correlation of spatial factors with the frequency
of pedestrian traffic crashes was systematically reviewed.
The results showed that few studies were conducted on
this concept and the majority of the studies were carried
out in developed countries, especially in the metropolises
of the United States. In these studies, some spatial factors that play an important role in determining the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes, such as facilities for
increasing the pedestrians’ safety were ignored. Strong
causal inference schemes and advanced techniques of spatial analysis which use relevant software were not used and
sufficient attention was also not paid to high-risk groups.
Therefore, it is proposed that the needed research be conducted at national and regional levels in coordination and
cooperation with international organizations active in the
field of traffic crashes, such as the World Health Organization. This research should especially be conducted in
Asian, African and Latin American developing countries because a greater proportion of pedestrian traffic crashes occurs in these countries. Prevention programs for reducing
the frequency of pedestrian traffic crashes and their impact should be developed and implemented accordingly.
Arch Trauma Res. 2016; 5(4):e30796.
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